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AMBASSADOR PAULA DOBRIASKY JOIS GLOBAL FAIRESS IITIATIVE 

 

Former Under Secretary of State for Democracy and Global Affairs and distinguished 

foreign affairs expert joins team of international leaders on the GFI Board  
 

Washington, DC – The Global Fairness Initiative (GFI), a leading NGO dedicated to improving 

livelihoods for the working poor has announced that Ambassador Paula Dobriansky will join the 

GFI Board of Directors.  At an event yesterday evening hosted by H.E. Hunaina Al-Mughairy 

Ambassador of Oman, Dr. Dobriansky was honored for her extensive work in International 

Development and formally welcomed to the GFI Board.   

 

"I'm delighted to be part of an organization which has significantly improved people's lives across 

the globe through meaningful grassroots initiatives,” said Ambassador Dobriansky.  

 

Ambassador Paula J. Dobriansky served as Under Secretary of State for Democracy and Global 

Affairs from 2001-2009.  Her focus areas included foreign policy issues ranging from democracy, 

human rights, labor, refugee and humanitarian relief matters to environmental/science issues.   In 

2007, she was appointed the President's Special Envoy on Northern Ireland, service for which she 

received the Secretary of State's highest honor, the Distinguished Service Medal for her work on 

global issues and the peace process in Northern Ireland. Other government appointments include 

Associate Director for Policy and Programs at the United States Information Agency, Deputy 

Head of the U.S. Delegation to the 1990 Copenhagen Conference on Security and Cooperation in 

Europe, and Director of European and Soviet Affairs at the National Security Council, the White 

House.  Ambassador Dobriansky also served as Senior Vice President and Director of the 

Washington office of the Council on Foreign Relations and was the Council's first George F. 

Kennan Senior Fellow on Russian and Eurasian Studies.  

 

“We are honored and consider ourselves very lucky to have Paula joining our team,” said Karen 

Tramontano, founder of the Global Fairness Initiative. “Her work on global affairs and her 

tremendous service in the Department of State exemplify the people and passion that lie at the 

heart of our work at GFI.” 

 

The Global Fairness Initiative is a non-profit organization that works towards a more equitable, 

sustainable approach to globalization by creating and nurturing innovations in economic 

development for the global South.  GFI has implemented programs that improve wages and 

generate opportunity for the working poor in Central America, SE Asia, Africa and Eastern 

Europe.    
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Global Fairness Initiative Priorities 

 

 

Engaging Governments 

GFI is a leading innovator in the development of public policy interventions that support small 

producers and create economic opportunity for the working poor.  Leveraging the GFI Women’s 

Trade and Finance Council and a partnership with the Brookings Institution, GFI engages 

governments on strategic initiatives that incentivize participation and create lasting links between 

constituent worker groups and the governments that serve them.   

 

Investing in Woman Producers 

Seventy percent of the world’s poor are women.  Women and adolescent girls provide over 60% 

of all subsistence agricultural labor worldwide and make up more than 50% of the informal sector 

workforce.  GFI believes that women represent the greatest potential for putting an end to the 

cycle of poverty that undermines development around the globe.  GFI programs work with 

women agricultural and textile producers to remove the economic, technical and public policy 

barriers that prevent women from brining their goods to sustainable markets at a fair price. 

 

Building Workforce Capacity 

Sustainable economic development that reaches genuine scale requires the engagement of a well-

trained and productive workforce.  Organized labor and engaged workforce communities have 

always been a cornerstone of civil society and leaders in social equity and human rights 

movements.  By engaging unions and other organized formal and informal worker groups, GFI 

seeks to expand the reach of economic development initiatives and broaden the impact of social 

services in the countries where GFI works.  Whether in post-conflict Guatemala, or in the 

challenging political environment of Nicaragua, GFI creates the common linkages that bring 

Government, Private Sector and Workforce communities together to solve economic challenges 

and broadly impact poverty reduction goals.   

 

Improving Access to Markets  
Access to stable, high-value markets for the working poor is one of the most important poverty 

alleviation priorities in the developing world today.  Building on a unique multi-stakeholder 

process, GFI is working with private sector leaders to identify market opportunities and remove 

the obstacles that prevent quality products from reaching markets and producers from earning a 

fair price.  With partnerships built around innovative market data technology, efficient storage 

and transportation processes and proven agricultural input technologies, GFI offers an efficient 

and highly strategic model for eliminating market access barriers for the working poor. 

 

Bringing Fairness to Free Trade 

In the modern global economy the greatest challenge developing countries face is to create fair 

opportunities for their people to access the benefits that globalization brings.  As nations struggle 

to define fairness, GFI has led the way to broaden inclusion in the free trade process by bringing 

traditionally-excluded workforce stakeholders to the bargaining table.  Engaging governments and 

large private interest holders, GFI has successfully created opportunities for worker communities 

to represent the interests of the working poor who have the most to gain and lose in a free trade 

environment. 

 


